Alligator Dance

This dance starts out slow and gets faster and faster with each round. Requires a partner. Move your feet to the beat of the drum.

Yut ta way ho, yay nay way ho, ya nay.
Oh Yut ta way ho, yay nay way ho, ya nay.
Yut ta way ho, yay nay!!

YO HO!! WE YEAH!
YO HO!! WE YEAH!!
YO HO!! WE YEAH!!!
Yo!
(you sing this last part dragging the word until it starts to get quiet sounding) Also on this last part you are swinging your partner around in a circle.

Repeat the verse again but each time the beat gets faster. Towards the end of the song you are running.

This song is meant for fun and for children. Many things were traded by our ancestors, my Grandmother told me that songs, stories and dances were a favorite.